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ABSTRACT. The approximate solutions of Maxwell's equations lead to solutions of 
the normal mode type for the propagation of electromagnetic waves iiride wave guides. 
1 he failure of such normal mode type solutions to describe the entire field of a given 
source has been discus.sed. 1 he discussion is restricted to the ca.se of propagation along 
a tube of circular cross-section.
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i n t r o d u c t i o n
The propagation of electiomagnetic waves through a wave guide, with 
walls assumed to be of infinite conductivity, has been discussed in detail in 
recent years by Condon (1942) and Slater (1942J. In a case like this, the 
problem is relatively simple and resolves itself to the solution of the wave 
equation in a finite region bounded by the walls of the wave guide. An 
infinite number of normal mode solutions, which are orthogonal, can be 
easily found and a linear combination of these solutions is the most general 
solution possible. PCven if the conductivity of the walls is large, but not 
infinite, an approximate solution in fair agreement with practical results 
can be easily found by assuming that the above normal mode solutions are 
applicable and that the tangential magnetic field at the boundary is essentially 
unchanged. For a bounded region with discontinuities in the properties 
of the medium however, solutions of the normal mode type can be found 
but they will not be orthogonal.
In the case of semi conductors and dielectric wave guides, which have 
become important in the last two or three years, the conductivity is small 
and the wave equation has to be solved in an infinite region. For an 
infinite region having zero conductivity, Sommerfeld (1912) has shown in a 
general way that solutions of the normal mode type do not exist. Hondros 
and Debye (1910) have shown that for a dielectric wire embedded in another 
dielectric, there can be only a finite number of normal mode solutions.
The purpose of the present paper is to show that these solutions of the 
normal mode type are not enough to describe the complete field of a given 
source. As an example, the propagation of electromagnetic weaves along 
a tube of circular cross-section will now be considered.
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T H E O R Y
M axwell’s equations for a homogeneous isotropic medium are :
V .E  =  o 
V .H  =  o
V  X E =
8H (l)*
V  X H  =  <rE + «
where £  and /f  are respectively the electric and magnetic field vectors, <r the 
conductivity^ «, the dielectric constant and/^, the permeability of the medium.
Using cylindrical coordinates r, 0 , z, and confining the discussion to 
sinusoidal fields, the components of the electric and magnetic fields 
resulting from equation (i) are :
'  czdr r 0r
E  - J L  
• r 020e 9 r
(2)
and
020r i/xtar Q$
-  -Al. f"’ i (3)
where the arc related to the £  and H  vectors by the equations
E  =  V  '' V  X ]
-  JU2 _ _ V
H  x(aa<»‘ *’) +  V x T 7 x ( a 8 *^””) jt/UCi> '
Here a« is a unit vector in the z direction and the angular frequency of the 
sinusoidal field appearing in the expression which has been omitted
* The units used are the rationaliced M. K. S. systetii of units.
in the above equations for brevity. The scalar functions and must 
individually satisfy the wave equation
V'V + k^ <p — o • •. (s)
where = fxeio* + ifjurto (g)
k being the usual propagation constant with the convention that the iniagin- 
arylpart of k is always positive. Fields derived from and are usually 
referred to as Transverse Magnetic (TM) and Transverse Klectric (TE) 
weaves respctively.
Eet the radius of the circular tube be cl and let the discussion be 
confined to T M  waves having radial symmetry for the sake of algebraic 
simplicity. Then the functions and must be o f the form :
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A,’  /.(X.a) • °
A =  A -  . (m)_
(7)
(8 )
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the regions inside r <  a and outside 
r > -  a respectively and h is the progagation factor, /o is the Bessel function 
and I I is the Hankel function of the first kind. To satisfy the wave 
equation (5) these solutions satisfy the relations :
A,*+ and + /!=’=
and so,
A / =  Ai*+
The continuity of the tangential components of H at r — a requires that
fL,u/Ju}
(9)
(to)
(i t )
where u =  and v — \aa
The pair of equations 1^0) and (ii) are satisfied only by certain discrete 
values of the parameters u and v. The jjhysically feasible solutions require 
that the imaginary par  ^ of the roots F« be poiitive.
Certain features of equation f r i ) in some special cases are interesting. 
’When the conductivities of both the media inside as well as outside the 
cylinder are zero, so that k, and are both real, it can be easily shown 
that there are no proper roots if fei <  fes and only a limited number of 
proper roots— roughly k\  ^— k-^ln, if fe, >  This result agrees with
that of Hondros and Debye (1910). But when one or both of the con­
ductivities O'! or are finite, the k s are no longer real, and the problem 
becomes a little complicated. T o consider a typical case, let the medium 
outside the cylinder be a metal so that fe, is very large. Then for the 
lower order modes it is easily seen that Vn has a paakive imagSaaaty  
pa ft  as required. But when it ia suflBciently large, the iinagmary part
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of Vn may or may not be positive. To ascertain this, consider the following 
relations which hold good when n is large :
) l i „ a | ^ l  f e a V i / S f e i V a
(
Then Vn should be of the form :
V „ = - a u „ - i  —  
««
( l a )
(13)
where * =» ± i
Using H ankel’s asymptotic expressions for the Bessel functions valid
for terms of order ,— i, the following relations are obtained for the higher 
I u„ I
order roots of equation f i i)  :
UnU^— (n— )^>r — tan 
and,
J  S n m  iW2fei "+’ ^1^ 2*
+ —  (fe,“- f e 3®) + /(n-2) 
2fin (15)
The second term on the right hand side of equation (15) determines uniquely 
w’hether the imaginary part of V„ is positive or not. Since the imaginary 
part of tan~*^ has the same sign as the imaginary part of 6 and since cx® =  i  
it follows that
I__ o-jcr, + ejCjM*E ih l  1  =
J cr,® +  e.®w® <C O
Thus the imaginary part of will be negative instead of positive, as required.
For the case of a perfect dielectric., inside a metal o-j will be zero and 
<Ta will be very large so that equation (15) becomes :
V 2 o*a O'a J Sitm \
2W>r \ /
4 t«i<
0'2
The imaginary part of will then be positive only if
<x6)
<17)
Since the conductivity occurs in the third power, the number of permissible 
normal mode solutions will be very large for metallic wave guides, where
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as, for dieletric wave guides, the number will be very small. In fact in the 
lim iting case of zeio conductivity there will be no solutions of the normal 
inode type. Hven in case of metallic wave guides, since there are only a 
Imite number, though large, of m^imal mode solutions they cannot form a 
complete set or represent the complete field of a given source. The additional 
solutions required to form a complete solution of the problem will probably 
be negligible for all ]>raclical calculations metallic wave guides but wdl! 
certainly contribute an apt>reciable part in the case of dielectric wave guides.
T h u s the usual methods of dealing with electromagnetic w a v e  propaga­
tion in wave guides, leading to solutions just of the normal mode type aie 
not adequate to describe the complete held of a given souice. The inadequacy 
is particularly evident in case of dielectric w avegu id es '1'he problem is 
whether the transition from the case in which there are no normal inode type 
t>f solutions for zero coiiductivdly to that in which tliere exists a complete 
Set of normal mode type of solutions for infinite conductiv ity occurs abiuplly  
when the conductivity changes from zero to a small but finite value, or iu 
steps as the conductivity is gradually i n c r e a s e d ,  or abi upily when the con­
ductivity changes from a large but finite value to infinity.
T in s question wdll be dealt with in detail in another j>aper dealing with 
an exact solution of the above problem
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